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The way forward....Many thanks to those members who responded to the article

in the last newsletter about receiving the newsletter by e-mail. It is hoped to have

this system available from 2002. The committeefully accept that not all members
have access to electronicfacilities and will continue to print and post the newsletter.
The book of stories about out-of-the-ordinary experiences is still being put

together by O.M. Peter Edwards (1956). Hopefully, production will now be
sometime next year and, of course, details will be included in the newsletter. If
you have a story then it may not be too late to get it included - just put pen to
paper, or finger to keyboard, and forward it to the School (attention of Mrs
Jennifer Ryan).

The change of the school timetable to five one-hour lessons each day spread over
a two week cycle seems to be working. Very little confusion as to which week's
schedule is in operation, mainly because the 'day number' appears on most

noticeboards and the daily information sheet that is posted in each room.
Sec buide for...

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING - 22nd February 2002
ANNUAL SUPPER - 22nd March 2002

MORE PERSONAL CHEMISTRY

Following the article in the Summer Newsletter (page 23) about O.M. Dr Donald
Whitehouse (1949), provided by Dr Robert Large (1960), the editor received the
following commentsfrom the man himself:
"...I am 240 miles and 45 years away from Maidstone!

I was astonished to see that Robert Large had sent a copy of the piece from
Chemistry and Industry (always known as 'Blue bits' in the chemical industry).
Unfortunately, he didn't add the corrigendum from the next issue which told
anyone who cared to read it that the Dr Donald Whitehouse, in fact is Dr Brian
Whitehouse. Parents who have a child christened Donald and then call him by his
second name have a lot to answer for! None of my contemporaries would know
me as Donald, though perhaps as D.B. The piece was one of a series called
Personal Chemistry, which in my case was prompted by my being awarded, in
the 2000 New Years Honours List, the M.B.E. for services to food safety. It was
the chemistry teaching of Bert Matthews and Physics from Tom Gutteridge that
I had in mind in the published piece. Bert, whose son was killed in the War, about

which he was not surprisingly very bitter, used a number of biblical references
when asked questions or to impart information. 'On Thursday, we're having a
test Don't be foolish virgins, come with your lamps full.' (It sounded better in the
original Yorkshire accent!) In response to a question away from the subject in
hand, "Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.

The article by Alan Chapman about Sarge was very interesting in all sorts of
ways: about Sarge himself, about the hierarchy in the Army, the account of the

action in France. Being in the ATC myself, I had no experience of Sarge in his
role in the Corps. But I always had a great affection for him, his humour,

kindness and obvious love of his work. We had particular contact with him at
school dinners, when he delivered food to the tables - no cafeteria style in those
days. Served in the gym in the 40's; P.E. after lunch could be a very sticky
experience! Some of his many sayings stick in my mind: on complaining that
there was a slug in the lettuce 'Don't tell everyone, they'll all want one'. Where
there was some sort of a problem or confusion 'What's the matter for you, can't
you or won't you?*

I cannot throw light on call up in the thirties but recall Willy Fawcett, Art
Master, a very cheerful chap, with a great sense of humour, being called to the
Navy, I think, in 1942. He was given swimming lessons by some of the boys (and a
lot of spectators!) before be set off. Fortunately, he came back, and as Stage
Manager, I had some dealings with him, because he was responsible for the sets
for school plays.

V

Puggy Richmond was form master of 3A in 1940, and yes, he certainly taught
history, at least up to School Certificate level. I don't remember if he also taught
the sixth form.**

0O0—0O0—0O0
And now...some history questions
Having researched about the MM. for Sarge, Alan Chapman (1943) has raised
some questions about historical "facts'* ofM.G.S. The editor is ofa more recent
generation (left 1977) and wonders whether any ofthe more senior O.M. %s might

have the answer...or at least any comments.

School Uniform - When was it first devised, and by whom? How and when has it
changed over the years. (During the war when clothes rationing started,
sixth-formers were allowed to wear non-uniformjackets.)
Soccer - Why did the School switch to rugby in the 1920s? Was it to enable
grammar schools (it happened in other grammars) to play against Public

Schools? Was there any debate and/or letters in the local papers?
Soccer (continued) - When and how did it come back...so that both forms of
football are played? (When did hockey get introduced?)
Half-Term Breaks - Upto the 1940 s half-term holidays started with a merit half
day which was lost if your work was unsatisfactory - lazy people had to do extra
work that half day supervised by some staff. How the latter were chosen I do not
know! When did this custom start and when did it die out?

Saturday School - Upto World War II we had Wednesday afternoon off but had
to go into school on Saturday morning. How long did this custom last?

Any answers or comments would be most welcome. Please post, or e-mail, to Roger Brown who
will co-ordinate a collective response. Some of the information may make good reading in a
future edition of the Newsletter.

Additionally, Alan asks if there are any photographs of life/lessons in the zig-zag
underground shelters that were built between the School and the old Fives
Courts.

One of the teachers he specifically recalls taking lessons in the air-raid shelters
was Tom Gutteridge. He writes:

"Once in our 3rd or 4th year in order to obtain a mark list for our
reports, he gave a test in which the marks for a question was

one plus the number of boys who got it wrong or could not do

it, on the grounds that reflected the hardness of a question.
During the war he had to take some classes for mathematics.
Having tried to get the boys to read all the questions on a paper
before starting at the beginning when you had a choice, he set an
exam with the last question, 'How many pence are there in three

shillings and four-pence?" (Answer isfortyfor those brought up
post decimalization.) My generation had to learn by heart the
number of pence in every multiple of a shilling up to a pound and

what each ten-pence was, i.e. 12 pence equals one shilling, 18 pence

is one shilling and six-pence, 20-pence is one shilling and eight-pence,
24-pence is two shillings, 36-pence is three shillings, and so on..."
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Notice is hereby given that that the Annual General Meeting
of the Old Maidstonian Society
will be held on Friday 22nd February 2002
commencing at 7.30pm

in the Staff Room at M.G.S.
All members welcome

AGENDA
Apologies

Minutes of the 2001 A.G.M.
Matters Arising
Secretary's Report

Treasurer's Report

Membership & Subscriptions
Election of Officers
Any Other Business

Part Nine of Frank Streatfeild s book entitled
"An account of the Grammar School in the
King's Town and Parish of Maidstone in Kent".

His successor was the Reverend Herbert Armstrong,

M.A., an Old Alleynian, and Scholar of Peterhouse, then
Assistant Master at Manchester Grammar School. He

continued the work on the same lines with considerable

The text is copied in its original format and

success, but fortune was not kind, as the memorable

spelling.

typhoid epidemic coincided with his last term at the
School, and alarm (for there was no real danger) sufficed
to prevent boys from the surrounding district being sent to

"With the opening of the new School (in Tonbridge Road)
came a period of great expansion and advance, as might be
anticipated, and of this time of progress there is an ample
record in the pages of the School Magazine; a brief sketch

of subsequent events is all that will be attempted here. As

the School; the boarders were removed to Southborough,

while their quarters were given up to the nurses engaged in
tending the victims of the epidemic; the Town boys did
their work in the morning, after which the Masters
proceeded to Southborough to attend to the remainder.

in every School, in more or less degree, the system of
teaching broadened out, by the inclusion of Science and
Modern Languages, and by the addition of the education

of the body to that of the mind; progress in knowledge and
the technique of teaching, together with the ever increasing
demands of modern life, have had their share in making
the School of to-day very different from that of but fifty
years ago, and in all this change Maidstone has had its

During this time three stained glass windows were placed
in the Big School: two in memory or Percy le Clair Hills,
who lost his life through an accident at the annual display
of fireworks on the Fifth of November: the third was

erected in memory of Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee in
1897.

part Gradually appeared a Chemical Laboratory (opened

in 1895), a Debating Society, Playing Fields, and
compulsory Athletics, a School Museum, Fives Courts, a
Gymnasium (erected as a Memorial of the Seventh Jubilee
of the Edwardian Foundation), a Workshop, a
Photographic Room, and, last but not least, the Officers'

Training Corps; all the apparatus which a School of to-day
would have ready-made at the start was slowly evolved and

incorporated. Nor need we doubt that as the call arrives
for fresh progress in the future, so the necessary equipment
will come, and the School will do its work as usefully as of
old.

The first to lead the School in new paths was the
Reverend Samuel Maitland Crosthwaite, M.A.; he was
born in 1844, educated at Merchant Taylors" School, and
afterwards at Pembroke College, Cambridge; after two
years as Assistant Master at King's School, Canterbury, he
became Headmaster of Faversham School in 1872, whence
he came to Maidstone in 1882; he brought with him a
considerable number of boarders, and gathered others;
this made the School available for a wider circle than

before, and although a departure from the original

Other noteworthy events during this period were the

levelling of the Playground in 1894, and the building of the
Chemical Laboratory in the following year. In 1894, also,

an attempt was made to hold a Founder's Day in
commemoration of the Founder and Benefactors of the
School, but either the absence of an explicit Requiem, or
uncertainty as to the real Founder, proved a serious
obstacle, and the observance was not maintained.

After leaving Maidstone Mr Watson successively held the

Headships of Yarmouth and Lancaster Grammar Schools;
he proceeded B.D. in 1909, and D.D. in 1911; in the next
year be resigned his Headmastership, and became Rector
of Knapton, in the Diocese of Norwich. Three years later
he was appointed Hulsean Lecturer by the University of
Cambridge.

The loss of the boys from the surrounding district, and
other difficulties, compelled a return to the original

intention of the School to provide solely for the

intention of the foundation (which was to provide for

Townspeople. This was carried out in accordance with

townspeople only), it provided the means and material for
very substantial improvements which would otherwise
have been impossible, and which have been of the very

Maidstone from the Grammar School of Appleby,

greatest advantage to the School ever since, while the
supply of boys proceeding to the University was greater
than at any other time. In 1890 be removed to Carlisle,
where he died suddenly of heart disease only four years
later.

modern requirements by the next Headmaster, the
Reverend Charles George Duffield, M.A., who came to
Leicester; educated at the City of London School, and a
contemporary of the present Prime Minister there, he was

a Scholar of Queen's College, Cambridge, and had been
Assistant Master at Cranleigh School, Surrey. The
requirements of a co-ordinated system of education
brought the School and its curriculum under the influence
of the Kent County Council, while the conversion of the

Blue Coat School endowment into scholarships to provide

of "Entente" long before the word appeared in diplomatic

secondary education for promising boys from the

circles. The Rev. S. Richards, M.A. (Scholar of Sidney

Elementary Schools was in some measure a return to the

Sussex), after a brilliant degree at Cambridge, came to the

old days when there was a real ladder from the Dame's

School in times almost as remote, and reigned over the

school to the University for all whose attainments deserved

domain of Science until 1913, when he decided to devote

it

himself wholly to the pastoral work which for 15 years he
had contrived to combine with his duties at the School. Mr
A. S. Lamprey, M.A., was another Cantabrigian (Scholar
of Corpus Christi), who was Classical Master from 1898 to

Much needed rivalry and emulation among the boys was
provided by a division into "Houses"; this was
accomplished by adopting a geographical basis for the
scheme - those boys living on the East side of the River
forming the "East House", with those on the West
correspondingly denominated, while those who lived
outside the Borough (whether boarders or no) became the
"School House". This opened the way for competition in
every direction, and has been most beneficial.

1909, and did, and encouraged literacy work the while,
being especially interested in the history of Maidstone and
of the School: he also was instrumental in gaining a
permanent footing for the School Athletics on the
Recreation Ground: without his kindly and persevering
counsels the present volume might never have seen the

light He left in 1909 to become Headmaster of Ashford
Grammar School. By a curious perversity, while
Cambridge men dispensed Classical lore, the solitary

Society, and the names of the whole number were recorded

Oxonian on the Staff was Mr W. H. Proctor, B.A. (Scholar
of Queen's), Mathematical Master, an it please you! This
incongruity, however, does not diminish our appreciation
of him, and he is still at the School, having arrived shortly
before the beginning of the present century. To all these
the author owes a very deep personal debt of gratitude for

on an oak tablet.

book learning and very much besides.

A contingent of Old Boys served in the South African
War, of whom four died on service; a window bearing the
figure of St. George was placed in the Big School as a
memorial of their gallantry by the Old Maidstonians'

The Gymnasium, the new Class-rooms, and the Officers'
Training Corps were particularly the outcome of this
period. Later a Junior School, which had been attempted
by Mr Watson, after some fifteen years in abeyance, was
again essayed in 1913, and continues to flourish.

The athletic side of the School finds outlet in the usual
channels: Cricket, Football (under Association rules),

Hockey (from time to time as an alternative winter game),
being the more prominent; an annual contest in running
and jumping; and a swimming and diving competition,

also once a year; this last derives considerable impetus
The connexion with All Saints' Church continues to be
close. Every Term begins with a special Service - after the
Restoration of the Corpus Christ! Chapel till members
grew too great it was held in that Chapel; latterly in the

Nave. The School attends en masse on the 9th November,
and at Services held in connexion with great National
events: one such (the Memorial Service for Queen
Victoria) was particularly striking.

In 1913 Mr Duffield became Rector of Stowting, near
Hythe, and was succeeded as Headmaster by Mr Walter
Ernest Cross, M.A.; the appointment of a layman thus
broke the tradition of the Chaplaincy to the Corporation
being held by the Headmaster.

It is worthy of note that...several Assistant Masters have
done yeoman service to the School: Monsieur Gustave H.
Doret has been teaching his native tongue among us almost

"from time immemorial", and established the closest form

from the Challenge Cup and endowed Prize provided by
Mr Herbert Monckton, while every convenience is afforded
by the spacious Corporation Baths. Until the opening of

the Recreation Ground on the London Road, ail games

were sadly hindered by the want of a suitable Playing
Field, but this difficulty, once removed, has now almost
been forgotten. The two Fives Courts in the Playground

have been much more used, and a well-contested Senior
and Junior Tournament forms a standing fixture for the
Lent Term. Gymnastic prowess naturally followed the
provision of a Gymnasium, and there is an annual display
and competition.

In such manner has the School run its course from the
dim and distant years of the twelfth century, with three
new foundations, till this present year of grace. The

Bidding Prayer (as used on special occasions in All Saints'
Church) desires our intercessions for "all places of sound
learning and religious instruction, and particularly for the
Royal and ancient Grammar School of this Borough, that

there may never be wanting a supply of fit persons to serve
God in Church and State", and while we most willingly

b

comply, as our duty is, we may venture to use the intention

GARMENTS

of the prayer as a test of the success of the School; there
are indeed many Old Maidstonians in almost every walk of

life, and their fitness must be judged by those who know
them best; but they have at least learned to serve their
King and Country in the hour of greatest need; over 100

TIES

are with the Colours, and of these more than half bear His

The Honorary Treasurer has a supply of both

Majesty's Commission; this is no small thing for a School

styles of Old Maidstonian tie and these can be

of its size, and may serve to make claim that the School is
doing its duty as of old.

ordered using the Return Sheet of this
Newsletter.

The 'crested* version is a Jacquard Woven Tie
with all-over random motifs of the crest in gold,
FLOREAT!

red and blue on a navy background. It is of
Polyester Rep and 54" x 3 1/8" in size. Cost,

including postage, £8.50.
The "striped" version is also a Jacquard Woven
Tie with a main colouring of navy blue
containing angled stripes of gold, purple and
white. It is of Polyester Rep; 54" x 3 1/8" in size.

The Lunch that wasn't..

Regrettably, the Annual Lunch due to have been
held in October was cancelled due to the very
small number of O.M.s who had expressed an
interest in attending.

Cost, including postage, £6.50.

O M SCARF

The Honorary Treasurer has a supply of scarves
that cost just £9.50, including postage. Measuring
54" x 9", the Acrylic Scarf is made with two sets
of stripes of silver, mauve, gold, navy, silver on a
navy background.

The function was added to the calendar in 1999
and was intended to be a less formal event than

* * * * *

the Supper with the proviso that wives and

families could accompany.

The Newsletter

The Society's committee will be considering
whether to organise a Lunch for next year.

Details will be published in the Summer edition
of the newsletter.

To those who have supported this function on
previous occasions, the committee are most
grateful.

The newsletter is compiled by Roger Brown and
all items for inclusion in future editions should be

sent to him at the Honorary Treasurer's address.

The Summer "letter is printed in July (articles by
mid-June) and the end of year "letter is printed in

December (items by mid-November). The latter is
accompanied by the annually revised Directory

oOo—oOo—oOo

of Members.
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Even more of cricket
Following on from the article by Robin Ambrose

(1957) about M.G.S. cricketers, a number of
other O.M.s have put forward comments. Here

played twice as an amateur in 1957, against

Yorkshire at Tunbridge Wells (3-70 including
Ray Illingworth) and against Somerset at
Taunton (3-145)."

are a few of the notes that have come through to
the editor:

David Morton (1941) writes:
"...I must thank L. A. Smith for his kind

Richard Webb (1971) wrote:

"An O.M. played in Linton Park's first victory

in the National Village Championship at Lord's
in 1979 when they Toft This was Jonathan
Harris who was my contemporary. I seem to
remember he bowled beautiful off-cutters at just
short of medium pace and was a useful lower

order left-handed bat. He was one of the main
stays of the MGS 1st XI in 1971.
I loved cricket as a schoolboy but unfortunately
my enthusiasm for the game far exceeded my
skill. In the summer of 19661 was encouraged by
Mr Kemp, who was my form master, to learn the
art of the scorebook. I did so and in 1967 became

first eleven scorer, a post held until I left in 1971.
Among players I can remember were Geoff

Link who captained the side in 1970 and the 1971
captain Paul Clifford. The former opened the

batting and the bowling. He had a beautiful
bowling action and to me seemed fearsomely
quick. As a batsman he attacked from the first
and usually heavily outscored his partner. I seem
to remember that he had a great rivalry with
James Graham-Brown who captained Sevenoaks

School at this time, who of course, went on to
play for Kent and later Derbyshire.
Paul Clifford was a different kind of player. A
studious but not stodgy batsman he never seemed
to score as many runs as one thought he would

but he was good to watch. He thought a lot about
the game and it was he who encouraged me to

play the game outside of school. Following his
advice I learnt the game and played regularly
until a couple of years ago.
I have tracked one other OM who played for
Kent Ronald S. Thresher, an opening bowler

mention of me in the 'pseudo-O.M.' YMCA. I
remember all those listed. He himself was in the

Eleven of 1939, but really blossomed forth
afterwards, captaining Southampton University
and regularly scoring 2,000 runs a year in club
cricket.

With regard to the 'best-ever' O.M. eleven,
your correspondent describes it as 'light on
bowling', but how did R.S. Thresher, fast
right-arm and two games for Kent in 1957, come

to be overlooked? Then, were Fenner to keep
wicket, J. S. Anscombe, himself a 'keeper of the
highest class, would strengthen the attack. In

1940 he often relinquished the gloves to his
deputy, G. E. Wood, bowling fast-medium and
heading the school averages with over twenty
wickets at the ridiculously low cost of under five
runs a-piece.

Picking themselves are the Rev. J. C. & F. F.
Crawford, who both played for Kent in the
1870s, the former brother reputed for a time to

have been the fastest bowler in England. I believe
that K. O. Mitchell, an attacking left-handed bat

of the middle nineteen-forties, like J. Smith, also
played for Hampshire 2nd XL And perhaps room

might be found for two Cambridge blues of 1839
and 1859 - the latter at any rate, would have been
familiar with round-arm.
And, of course, Robin Ambrose is absolutely
right about Peter Sunnucks. He was definitely an

O.M. who played pretty regularly for Kent in the
middle and late 'thirties, and though never quite
hitting the jackpot had his glory when he scored

162 against Surrey at the Oval.

ft B. Griggs (1948) writes:
"I was Captain of Cricket in 1948 and in the
First XI was Ron Thresher - a fast bowler who
played a few games for Kent He then worked
until retirement for Courts Bank; he played for
the Private Banks side and was awarded his Club

Before the War, Su Philips C C used the Collis
Field and I well remember H. D. Swan, a towering
figure andformer MGS captain who in 1932 had
demolished Sevenoaks School almost
single-handed, threatening to destroy the church

spire with his tremendous pulls and leg hits."

Cricket Conference cap.
Fortunately, I always played with Ron...we

were both in School House...records will show
that in 1947 (or 1948?) he took all ten College
House (senior) wickets for a very modest score.
I continued to play cricket after leaving, with

Biddenden, and from 1963 with Bexley - finally
retiring in 1996 after 55 years of club cricket

having first played for Headcorn during the war.

A recent local newspaper article linked the past
with the present...
"The spirit of a devoted Maidstone vicar lives on in a
small corner of the town now being transformed in to a
Millennium Park.
Volunteers have joined forces with contractors to create

the Collis Millennium Green, off St. Philip's Avenue, near

It has been great fun; I am now umpiring and

to Maidstone Grammar School. Work is nearing

enjoy watching my son and grandsons play for
Bexley, and their colts teams. I was the club

green in an urban area.

President for 1982-83."

oOo—oOo
COLLTS FIELD
Continuing the article that started in the Autumn

2000 Newsletter, just a couple more comments
about the Collis Field that has been "converted"

in the Collis Millennium Green.

completion on the 2.5 acre site and soon it will be open for
people to enjoy the trees, paths and shrubs - an oasis of
Half the cost of the £170,000 project was funded by the
National Lottery with the rest of the funds still being
collected by the scheme's enthusiasts.
But none of this would have been possible had it not been

for a key event almost 100 years ago. At a time when much
of the surrounding area was being developed, local
residents decided the field should be a memorial to a vicar
at the nearby St. Philip's Church. During their 40 year
stint at St. Philip's, Canon Henry Collis and his wife,
Helen, became well-known for their commitment both to

their parishioners and indeed to people across the town.
The couple were determined to improve the living

conditions of their parishioners, many of them faced with
considerable deprivation. In 1894, the couple established

David Morton (1941) writes:

"I well remember the Collis Field, living directly
opposite, and opposite to Michael Tillet (1939), the
SchooVs musical expert John Stroud lived only a
few houses away and many of us played pick-up
games ofcricket there on summer evenings when
we should have been doing our prep. Stroud was

an art college in Maidstone - now the Adult Education

Centre in St. Faith's Street. After the Education Act of
1902, Canon Collis became a member of the Maidstone
Education Committee. He worked tirelessly for charitable

organisations and was on the committee for West Kent
Hospital, in Marshatn Street, and Maidstone Library.
They transformed St. Philip's Church, building a host of
features including the spire.
In 1903, the year of Helen Collis' death, the canon was

not only a noted author but afine cricketer, for

presented with the freedom of Maidstone town. For many

two seasons the SchooVs opening bowler, a good

years after the canon's death in 1905, the Held was used as

outfielder with a long throw and a batsman of
ability who did not take this aspect ofthe game
seriously enough; when he gave his mind to it, he
could scorefifty or sixty, as the records show.

a cricket pitch and until recently pupils from Maidstone
Grammar School and All Saints' Primary School played

games there."
*****

"Space: Our Final Frontier" was published which
coincided with the BBC series of that name. He

NEWS OF FORMER PUPILS

himself is a scientist and television presenter.

SIMON BEDFORD-SMITH (1998)

I was born in Maidstone in 1946 in to a world of

finished his degree course this past summer and

post-war opportunity. My dad's career had been

is now a manager at Egg (internet bank). Hopes
this is only temporary as it is his intention to join

badly disrupted by the war; he had been called
up as an RAF technician when he should have

up with the marines next year; an injury on the

been going off to university, and though he was

assault course caused a delay in his plans.

offered a chance to take up his place when the

before going to Oxford University this

war ended, his experiences had coloured his
thinking and he didn't want to go back into an
environment where be would be treated as a
schoolboy. Instead, he took a job as a telephonist

September. Spent a lot of the last twelve months

with the GPO.

HANNAH BENNS (2000) took a year out

planning and executing a trip Ghana which had

Both my parents were aware of what they had

been organised by a group called Teaching

missed out on, and they were keen that their

Projects Abroad. Basically, it was a chance to

children should take full advantage of any

experience and help out at a school for two

educational opportunity that came along. They

months - some teaching of English and a lot of

were never the archetypal pushy parents,

building/decorating work! (It is hoped to cany

though, and we didn't become a dumping ground

Hannah*s report on her trip in another Newsletter).

for their unfulfilled ambitions. They were just
immensely supportive.

STEPHEN DAVISON (1980) completed his

a geological curator at the British Antarctic

My early years were idyllic as we lived in a new
council estate that bordered on a park, so it was a
bit like living in the country. We even had a TV
long before anyone else, as my dad had built one
out of spare parts from the RAF. My first school

Survey before returning to student life. Took a

was a local village school with no more than

masters course in Sedimentology and spent the

twenty pupils, before I moved on to Shepway

next five years on archaeological excavations

before, in 1999, becoming a student for the third

Juniors. I was always a bright kid, and I seemed
to be able to come top without doing much work,

time, now undertaking a PhD in Glacio-marine

so I rather coasted through my primary years.

A-level studies in Suffolk when his parents
moved. Gained an HND and BSc in exploration

Geology and Earth Sciences, spent four years as

sediments.

Things changed when I moved on to Maidstone
Grammar. Suddenly, there were a lot of older,
brighter kids and the work became more

STEVE EDNEY (1978) reports that he is

difficult, and initially I rebelled by doing no work

married with two children and enjoys his job

at all. Eventually, I learnt to do just enough to be

(whatever that is!) Says that there are two other

inconspicuously respectable, but I never really

OMs that he knows of working for the same
company: Mick Docker (cl974) and Steve Sharpe

stretched myself.
There was a four year gap between me and my

(1978).

younger brother, and being my brother didn't do

him many favours when he joined me at MGS, as

JOHN GRIBBIN (1964) had thefollowing
article written about him when his latest book,

he was told on his arrival: "Another Gribbin? I
hope you're not going to be like your brother."
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By then I had become quite a disruptive influence

and 9 months, and spent a couple of days at HMS

at school.

Sultan, Gosport, but failed the medical.

I had some good teachers but I think my
greatest inspiration were my dad's science fiction

1955-62/3 and did extremely well at Grammar

magazines. They really fired my imagination. I

and French. He put this to good use by spending

My brother, Tony, attended the School from

achieved mediocre results at physics, chemistry

a couple of years working at B.R. in Paris; he

and maths A-level and went on to study physics

still speaks fluent German and pretty good

at Sussex. Even there I didn't get my act together
until the final year. I think I must have been a

French. He is now Development Manager for Ian
Allan bookshops and nominally the manager of

late developer.

their Birmingham shop. He also runs:
www.Railbooks.com with some success.

GRAHAM HOCKING (1949) writes in
BEN HODGES (1992) is an officer with the

from his home in Victoria, Australia:

RAF. Earlier this year he was given the honour

**I come from a line of MGS boys, my father,
Cyril Hocking (1904-1980), attended the School
when it was in the Tonbridge Road, just above
the West Station, which was the Tech School in
my days. He attended that school from 1915-24
and attained eight matric's, his father wouldn't
let him leave until he got the eighth one and then
paid for an articleship at a firm of auditors by
the Town Bridge.

of parading the standard when the service closed

its last frontline overseas station. Fit Lt Hodges,
a pilot with No EX Bomber Squadron, which has

been stationed at RAF Bruggen, Germany,

carried the squadron colours which formally saw
the end of a British presence on the base. Whilst
at MGS, Ben won a scholarship through his
involvement in the CCF which sponsored him

I'm afraid my own record was not so
distinguished. The two outstanding achievements
recorded in my report book were: 1) At age 13, in
UIVL, "Wefeel there is a placefor Graham at any
University in the land but we wonder whether he

will avail himselfofit' This was followed by, at
age 16 in VL, 2) 'We think we have taught
Graham everything he wants to know and see no
point in him continuing his education at this
establishment.' So much for my career at MGS!

through the sixth form, a degree in geology at

Bristol University, and a place at the RAF
College, Cran well. His tours of duty have taken
to fly in Australia, Kuwait, the USA and several
locations around Europe. He is currently back on
UK soil.

MARTYN SKEER (1975) is moving
positions again. Having got back on to dry land
from many years commanding various ships for

the Royal Navy, this autumn has seen him move

I was one of the last scholarship boys under the

from the Maritime Warfare Centre to a new job

old scheme and I think my education (such as it
was) was paid for by the Commissioners of
Rochester Bridge.

at the Royal Military College of Science at

Shrivenham. He says that he will be just one of
two in the dark blue uniform "in a sea - no pun

I started at the School in 1944, ducking under
my desk each time a doodlebug came over and

intended-of khaki".

the engine stopped. In those days we had many
mistresses until the masters returned from the

JOE WHEATLEY (1987) did get to compete

war. My only significant win was to pass the

in the Roller Hockey World Championships

Royal Naval Apprentices Exam at aged 14 years

which were held in Argentina back in September.
Having got to the top group, the England team
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found that most of their opponents were

professional players and the standard of the

You did remember...

tournament very high. The team finished 14th

Following the article about Mr Percy Richmond

out of sixteen and relegation back to the "B"
group for next year.

that a number of Old Maidstonians made contact

in the Summer Newsletter, I am delighted to say

to give their memories of "Puggy".
Those who contacted his daughter direct will
know what you said but she tells me, "...A
common picture emerges of a person who

tolerated no nonsense in the classroom but who
nevertheless could be sympathetic to boys with
As can be seen from the above
there are not many names
in the News of Former Pupils section.

real difficulties. All remember him as Pug' or

'Puggy'. Another feature of bis teaching of
history was the particular form of factual chart
that each boy bad to produce for his homework. I
gather these were notorious!"

A number of O.M.s have referred the editor
to the web-site:

Peter Lawrence (1948) wrote the following of his
memories of the man...

www. friendsreunited. com

where there are more than 1,400 ex-MGS
students listed

"I have very vivid memories of Mr P. Richmond
or 'Puggy* as he was always known

affectionately among the boys.

The committee are pleased that Old Maidstonians
do take advantage ofsuch a site

despite its* recent adverse press coverage.
It may well be that in "The Way Forward"
as detailed In the last edition
jointfacilities with other "providers"

will be the way to survive.

Mr Richmond taught Economic History to my
form in the two years leading up to School

Certificate/Matric Exemption, as it was then,
now GCSE. At first we were a little bit in awe of

him, as he had a reputation for standing no
nonsense and, although not very tall, he was
burly and strong. In fact, if ever there was a fight

on the school field or a crush around a door
(neither was a very common occurrence, I am

thankful to say), Puggy would often be the one to
arm his way in and restore order. He also taught

The editor (who is a member listed on the site)

will not be copying any of the individual articles
to fill the pages of the Newsletter.

games but, as I am no great sportsman, I imagine
most of his time was spent with potential

members of the school teams.
Pugg's lessons followed a standard pattern. In

the first part he would talk to us (and I expect
answer questions) on the matter in hand. Then he
would dictate notes on the same subject Thus we
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covered the same ground twice but in slightly

different ways, which is surely sound educational

practice? Doubtless this method would be

Mark Edward Rose ("1977") left the School

frowned on today, but it worked for me and I

when aged 11 and transferred to Sutton Valence

have no complaints. In fact, there was a saying

School, after which he went to Marlborough

going around amongst our seniors in the school,

College and then on to Durham University. He

"If you want to get through in History learn

was a surveyor and partner in a London firm. He

Pugg's notes and you're sure to pass." So we did -

died on 3rd February 2001 at his home in

and we did!!

Smarden; leaves a widow and two young sons.

There is another debt I owe Mr Richmond - the
art of making properly ordered notes. The notes
he gave us were always most carefully structured

and arranged, with main headings, sub-headings,
listed points and so on. It struck me as such a

useful and logical system that I generally used it

K C A WILLS (1939) Regrettably, news of
the Reverend Canon's death is a little belated as
he died several years ago. He had retired to
Somerset

in my own notes, whatever the subject, from then
on. It made things a lot easier to remember.

oOo—oOo—oOo

To this day I can still hear Pugg's slightly gruff
voice, as he began dictation with the words, "Big
A..."

HAVING A REUNION...

After I had left, I was shocked and saddened to

hear of his sudden death at such an early age.

The rumour then going around among the boys
was that he had collapsed while digging his
garden. I knew nothing of his voluntary work;
perhaps at that stage the family were keeping it
in the dark.

The class of 1951 are planning a reunion - so says
Ron Dillon (left 1958). The following is what

appeared in the local newspaper (plus
appropriate picture from his schooldays):
"If you were on eof the 90 boys who began secondary
school at Maidstone Grammar in 1951 you might
remember Ron Dillon.

Mr Richmond was a part of that kaleidoscope of
rich and colourful characters whom we were
privileged to have on the staff of the school at
that time. I have always remembered him with

above the other boys in the year and those in his class,
6A2. He said, 'I was always the tall one and the one in

respect, affection and gratitude.**

that my parents couldn't find any to fit me so I went in

By the age of 11, Mr Dillon remembers that he was inches

trouble -1 got into trouble on my very first day. All the
first formers had to wear short trousers but I was so tall

normal ones. I was told off after school.'
Mr Dillon, now 60, is keen to trace others in his year and

-ooo—ooo—ooo—

arrange a 50th anniversary celebration of the boys who
joined the school in 1951. 'Sadly, some are now no longer
with us and others have moved away from the area/
Mr Dillon said although he was quiet, he was often in
trouble at school because he could not melt into the
background like other, shorter boys. "Every Saturday

OBITUARIES

morning I was in detention and I got the slipper from the
prefects for misbehaving on numerous occasions.'
During his seven years at the school the headmaster was

It is with regret that the Society records the
death of Old Maidstonians and our sympathy
goes out to their families.

William Arthur Claydon. And Mr Dillon remembers
disliking his English and History teacher, Mr Newcombe,
from the start. Other boys in his form included John
Williams, Tony Trill, Rod Lawrence and Martin

Hampstead.

In 1958, at the age of 17, be left the school to work as a
cashier in the National Westminster Bank in Maidstone

ANNUAL SUPPER

High Street During the 1960%s he became known as
"Matt", after the character Matt Dillon in the TV

programme 'Gun Smoke'. In 1962 he joined the Kent
Police, patrolling the streets of Tunbridge Wells,
Tonbridge and West Mailing.

The Annual Supper takes place on

In 1989 he retired and now runs his own chauffeur
business from his home in Hawkhurst. He said, 'When we

Friday 22nd March 2002

started at Maidstone Grammar we were told to become
leaders of men. Most of us ended up as leaders of men and
seducers of women.'"

in the Main Hall at M.G.S.

Ail members of the Society who were with Ron
Dillon from 1951 should have been contacted by

with sit-down at 7.30pm

him directly. If you have not then please give him
a call on 01580 -753823.

The reunion will include attending the Old

Bar open from 6.15pm

Maidstonian Annual Supper on Friday 22nd

*******

March, 2002, and a lunch in the Maidstone area
on the Saturday with a tour of the School

available to those who wish to tread the corridors
of their learning establishment

Dress Informal (i.e. jacket and tie)
*******

Tickets: £17.00
available from Roger Brown

*******

Opportunity to look around the School
before and after the meal

*******

ALL OLD MAIDSTONIANS WELCOME
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be escorted home as a Spitfire had crashed on our

UTHE CHICKEN EPISODE**

route killing the pilot. However, I did meet my

Alan Chapman (1943) put together the article

future wife, Barbara Wills.

about Sarge Bennett that appeared in the

With regard to the 'Chicken Episode' I have to

Summer Newsletter. He also made mention of

own up though I can't remember the names of

other wartime incidents at MGS and suggested

my fellow contributors. We put at least one bird

that the editor might like to contact an OM by

in the Book Room from which all the textbooks in
the school were issued under a system of blue and

the name of Bob Lyle who was at the School
around the same time. There was a story about

yellow card run by the Deputy Head, "G.B."

"a chicken" that needed telling and what better

Phillips. When he was told the bird was there be

way than to get the organiser of that exploit to

said in his pedantic way, 'Has it got a blue or

recall his memories of it, albeit fifty-plus years

yellow card? Can't stay without a blue or yellow

on.

card!'
The Headmaster, Mr Claydon, had the chicken

Anyway, Bob very kindly wrote the following

in an ark on the school field. I think he was more

which covers a wide range of topics...

annoyed with us because, having reported the

theft to the police, he then had the
embarrassment of ringing back to say the chicken

"I went on to qualify from St Mary's Medical

School and kept that as my alma mater, though it
has now merged with Imperial College to form
Imperial College of Science and Medicine.

I was very interested in Sarge Bennett's
exploits; the account was very revealing and
detailed. We always knew he was something
special, he ruled the O.T.C., tolerating the
masters who were put in charge, and he kept
order in the Tuck Shop whipping out a rapier
when necessary to keep discipline!

had been found in his own school. Our
punishment was not too severe - we were

excluded from the 6th Form Club with the Girl's
School - they had sheep on their field!!

Some years later, having settled in General
Practice on the outskirts of Cheltenham, Mr and

Mrs Claydon came to see me having retired to
the town. Fortunately, their house was outside
our practice area - somehow I did not fancy

having my old headmaster as a patient.

I retired from practice in 1990 after we had

"Puggy" Richmond taught us English and
History. At the outbreak of war we attended
school on alternate days only as we shared the
facilities with AHeyns School evacuated from
London. Perhaps because of this he gave us long
classical poems to learn -1 can still quote Keats'
"Ode to a Nightingale" much to my wife's

moved from my house into purpose built premises
with computers, etc. I am still in the stoneage of
pen and ink."

surprise and delight

Ralph Kemp taught Biology and, as he was
called up at the outbreak of war, two of us, David
Savage and I, who wished to study medicine had
to cycle across town to the Girl's Grammar

School for lessons. In 1940 an air raid frequently
started whilst we were on our way and on arrival
we had to search the shelters for our class. The
outcome was not always pleasant; once we had to

V:

The editor is always

pleased to receive contributions

from O.M.s about events
that have occurred at M.G.S.
whether amusing or serious!

Returning after 52 years...
At the end of the summer vacation, Christopher Tucker (1948) called into the
School for what was his first visit back to MGS since leaving. Whilst saying that
he was a little nervous about seeing the "old buildings'* again, once he had
established a few landmarks, some a little hidden through alterations over the

last five decades, he declared, '7 might have been walking through the buildings
the day I left".
The following are some extracts from his recollections of life at MGS in the '40s:
"Mr Claydon was a very tall and slim man which emphasised his height He always wore very
light grey flannel suits, was somewhat austere and to a scruff such as myself seemed somewhat

unapproachable. However, in saying that I am probably doing him a great injustice. He was
certainly a most dedicated man who was inspired to get Arthur Schanable, The Jacques String
Orchestra (Sir Reginald Jacques), The Grillur Quartet and others of similar eminence to give a
concert to the whole school (and during school hours! - great if you dodged double maths.) Of
Speech Day our guests included Sir Stephen Tullents, Admiral of the Fleet Lord Touey and
General Montgomery.

Mr G B Phillips (Beta) was my House Master (School). He also was responsible for the 'Book
Room" and taught Senior English and Classics.

Mr C S Cocker (Joey) spent one year trying to drum a little French into me but failing
miserably was happy to pass me on to Mr Searle (Micky).

Mr W Manning (Bill) did a pretty good job on me with Mathematics if my School Certificate is
anything to go by. I remember him especially for his anecdotes, e.g. explaining infinity - "Big flees
have little flees on their backs to bite "em. Little flees have lesser flees, and so on, ad infinitum.
Mr T P Gutteridge (Tom or Old Guts) gave me a good grounding in Physics. He was much
respected and in my time was never known to administer any punishment He was one of the "old
school" who you didn't let down!
Mr J F L Heard (Jimmy) was Head of the 'Prep School1, i.e. Forms I and H when I started in
1941. Where the Air Training Corps (ATC) was concerned he was Squadron Leader Heard. I
don't think that many of us realised that this was a WYVI rank.

Mr H B Mathews (Old Marcus) gave me a good grounding in Chemistry. I wonder how many
can still remember his note method of teaching valency tables. He was very bandy legged and one

Christmas explained that this was due to having a bicycle with acetylene lights which had a large
acetylene generator mounted on the frame, in a position that caused him to adopt a bow legged
stance to reach the pedals.
Mr C W R Hodges (Charlie) taught me most of the Geography that I know. He was pretty
thorough because it is still with me.

Mr E C Julier (Jugs) spent two years teaching me music appreciation. His efforts fell on most
futile ground. I also remember his recitals after prayers in the Hall. One was Chopin keyboard
music. Another was Bach's 48 preludes and lyrics.
Mr J C B Carter (Old Jake) was my form master in Upper 1VA and was also a very good

teacher of our native tongue. He had a son of about my age at the school. Kenneth was a 'carrots'
red head and due to an accident had a glass eye. His party piece was to remove his eye and drop
it into someone's stewed fruit and custard."

The rest of Christopher script will appear in the next newsletter. Don't miss it!
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